Supreme

MAD PROFESSOR

Thank you for buying the Mad Professor Supreme pedal!
The pedal is called Supreme because it simply excels in both tone and functionality. Supreme was born in collaboration
with the world famous tone connoisseur Matt Schofield. Matt was looking after the best guitar overdrive tones possible and
a specific functionality: two pedals in one, switching from one side to the other with just a single press on the switch.
The tones were set for a great all around boost to low gain drive on the A side used mostly on a neck pickup. And a fat
dynamic tone containing some ”power amp” response with a lot of headroom on the B side used mostly on a bridge pickup.
This is the way Matt prefers to use the Supreme pedal.
No matter which kind of guitar is your preference, you can fine tune the other side for the neck pickup and the other for
bridge pickup and have optimized tones for your pickups by a single press on the switch. Both sides have very versatile EQ
sections containing both treble and bass controls for the best results.
Another use of the Supreme would be for example playing into a single channel amp using the other side for a rhythm tone
and other side for leads with more volume as well. You have two different gain and volume levels reachable by a single
press on the switch going from side A to side B. In another words, you have the ability to easily bypass or switch between
two ”channels” with full individual EQ/gain/volume without using a complex programmable switcher!
The fun doesn’t even end here as you can also set both of the drives into independent mode and stack them. Stacking the
drives will lead you into another huge variety of tones Supreme will deliver. Supreme in stacking mode works best in case
you’re in need for more gain and compression.
You choose what is the best use of Supreme, the ultimate guitar overdrive pedal.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION
●
●
●
●
●
●

9VDC power supply input, 2.1mm plug center negative and positive sleeve.
Current consumption at 9V DC: 15mA
Voltage range: 8V-12V (Higher voltage does not affect the headroom)
Input impedance: 450 kOhm
Output impedance: 25 kOhm
Complete bypass (true bypass)

CONTROLS
●

Toggle switch: Selects OD switching between stacked and either/or modes.

Both OD sides:
● VOLUME: sets the output level.
● DRIVE: adjusts the amount of distortion.
● TREBLE: adjusts the amount of the high frequencies.
● BASS: adjusts the amount of the low frequencies.

CAUTION!

Never operate the unit with its bottom removed or damage will most likely occur.

NOTES:
Supreme is protected against wrong eliminator polarity.
The manufacturer claims that the above mentioned product fulfills the requirements as set by en 55013, en 55020,
en 60555-2 and en 60555-3, RoHs and Wee.
This product is designed and manufactured by
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